
School Portal

An Online Tutoring and Lecture
Delivery Solution

TutorConnect is an online tutoring platform 
designed to connect tutors and students who 
need a quick, simple and yet highly effective 
online coaching solution, equipped with all the 
tools and technologies required for delivering 
an amazing learning session.

TutorConnect is crafted to fulfill modern online 
distance learning needs to allow students to 
seek learning sessions at any time from 
anywhere. It offers a set of features such as 
finding and booking of the most relevant tutors, 
state of the art online lecture delivery, 
downloadable lecture videos and resources, and 
a comprehensive reporting on payments for 
tutors and students. 

Easy to find and book the most relevant 
tutors based on the course, subject area and 
education level

Multiple payment methods to pay for 
tutoring

Digital wallet for students to pay with 
convenience

World class lecture delivery system equipped 
with all tools and technologies such as screen 
sharing, whiteboard, real-time chat, full 
screen mode and file sharing etc. to ensure 
an amazing learning experience

Access videos, chat transcript and files 
shared during lecture any time after the 
lecture. Complete history is preserved

TutorConnect is completely web based, and 
requires only a computer and a good internet 
connection to deliver a flexible, secure and cost-
effective interaction between tutor and student



Find and book the most relevant tutor 
instantly

Join your tutor on-line in a real classroom 
environment

High quality video lecture and interact with 
your tutor like never before

Students

Tutors

Create and manage your schedule

Instant alerts for new tutoring requests

Online classroom with high quality video 
conferencing, whiteboard, different lecture 
modes and real-time chat between teacher 
and students

Send text messages, documents and other 
material during lecture to students

Comprehensive reports of payments and 
payouts available in your profile

Deliver lecture on any device and earn any 
time from anywhere

Digital wallet for paying with convenience

Refund of fee if lecture could not be 
delivered by the tutor

Full lecture history including lecture video, 
chat transcript, files etc. is available any time 
after the lecture
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Softech Systems is a leading software 
development and technology company 
offering products and bespoke services to 
hundreds of prestigious organizations across 4 
continents for the last 23 years. Our focus is 
capital and financial market systems, 
healthcare solutions, mobile and social  media 
applications and telecom value added 
services. We are proud to have worked with 
several prestigious global clients such as 
Ericsson, Facelift, ConceptWave, Mi-Pay, JP 
Morgan, leading banks, brokerage firms and 
regulators. We enrich customer experience by 
combining decades of domain knowledge 
with smart technology to deliver secure and 
efficient business focused solutions


